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Important Notice 
The Depository Trust Company 

 
 
 
 

B #: 11880-19 

Date: September 19, 2019 

To: All Participants 

Category: Dividends 

From: International Services 

Attention: Operations, Reorg & Dividend Managers, Partners & Cashiers 
 
 
 
 
Subject: 

Tax Relief – Country: RUSSIAN FEDERATION 

Issue Name: PJSC MMC NORILSK NICKEL 

CUSIP: 55315J102 

Record Date: 10/07/2019                          Payable Date: TBD 

CA Web Instruction Deadline: 10/10/2019 8:00PM ET 

Quick Refund Instruction Deadline: 11/22/2019  8:00PM ET 

Participants can use DTC’s Corporate Actions Web (CA Web) service to certify all or a portion of their position entitled to 
the applicable withholding tax rate. Participants are urged to consult TaxInfo respectively before certifying their 
instructions over the CA Web. 

 
Important: Prior to certifying tax withholding instructions, participants are urged to read, understand and comply with 
the information in the Legal Conditions category found on TaxInfo on the CA Web. 

 
Questions regarding this Important Notice may be directed to GlobeTax 212-747-9100. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Important Legal Information: The Depository Trust Company (“DTC”) does not represent or warrant the accuracy, adequacy, timeliness, 
completeness or fitness for any particular purpose of the information contained in this communication, which is based in part on information obtained from 
third parties and not independently verified by DTC and which is provided as is. The information contained in this communication is not intended 
to be a substitute for obtaining tax advice from an appropriate professional advisor. In providing this communication, DTC shall not be liable for (1) 
any loss resulting directly or indirectly from mistakes, errors, omissions, interruptions, delays or defects in such communication, unless caused 
directly by gross negligence or willful misconduct on the part of DTC, and (2) any special, consequential, exemplary, incidental or punitive damages. 
To ensure compliance with Internal Revenue Service Circular 230, you are hereby notified that: (a) any discussion of federal tax issues  contained or 
referred to herein is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be   imposed under the Internal 
Revenue Code; and (b) as a matter of policy, DTC does not provide tax, legal or accounting advice and  accordingly, you should consult your own tax, 
legal and accounting advisor before engaging in any transaction. 

 
 
 

DTCC offers enhanced access to all important notices via a Web-based subscription service.   The 
notification system leverages RSS Newsfeeds, providing significant benefits including   real-time updates 
and customizable delivery. To learn more and to set up your own DTCC RSS 
alerts, visit http://www.dtcc.com/subscription_form.php.                              Non-Confidential 

 

http://www.dtcc.com/subscription_form.php
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DIVIDEND EVENT DETAILS 

COUNTRY OF ISSUANCE RUSSIAN FEDERATION 

ISSUE PJSC MMC NORILSK NICKEL 

CUSIP# 55315J102 

UNDERLYING ISIN RU0007288411 

DEPOSITARY BNY MELLON 

DR RECORD DATE OCTOBER 07, 2019 

DR PAY DATE TBD 

RATIO (DR to ORD) 10:1 

ORD GROSS DIV. RATE RUB 883.93 

STATUTORY 
WITHHOLDING RATE 

15% 

DOUBLE CLICK ICON BELOW TO DOWNLOAD 

PJSC MMC NORILSK NICKEL has announced a dividend and BNY Mellon acts as 
Depositary for the Depositary Receipt (“DR”) program. 

Participants can use DTC’s Corporate Action Web (“CA Web”) instructions tab to 
certify all or a portion of their position entitled to the applicable rate as per Double Tax 
Treaty (“DTT”) and Russian Tax Rate. Use of CA Web will permit entitlement amounts 
to be paid through DTC. By electing, Participants agree to the Agreements, Fees, 
Representations and Indemnification and Deadlines below. 

On DR Pay Date, holders that disclose summary beneficial owner information 
may be eligible to receive the applicable rate as per a relevant DTT or the 15% 
statutory withholding rate. All non-disclosed holders will receive this dividend net of a 
maximum 15% withholding rate; however, consequences of non-disclosure are 
unclear and Participants and holders will bear all risk and responsibility in relation 
thereto.    

The summary disclosure requirements are country of tax residency, entity type by 
individual or legal, and number of DRs held.  

PLEASE NOTE THAT THERE IS THE POTENTIAL FOR AUDIT ON YOUR DISCLOSED DRs BY THE RUSSIAN TAX AUTHORITIES 

The Russian tax authorities may audit the electing participants and their beneficial owner clients who elect DTT rate. 

For those who elect for DTT rate benefits, at a minimum, the Russian Tax Authority under point 5 article 310.2 and points 2 and 3 article 93.1, audits are expected to require an original 
of the Certificate of Residency (“COR”) with specific language as to the DTT between the country of residence and the Russian Federation; Beneficial Owner Confirmation regarding 
the final recipient of the dividend; Financial statements and documents regarding specific purchase agreement/trade confirmation. These documents must be translated into Russian, 
apostilled, legalized and /or notarized (as applicable). There is no time limitation for the tax authorities to reclaim the tax refunds previously paid or for the request of documents. 

It should also be noted that the Russian Tax Code does not provide any guidance to the documents that may be regarded as proper identification documentation or the consequences 
for not providing the required documentation. 

Participants and beneficial owners will be responsible and liable for any required repayment of tax relief previously received and for maintenance and provision of all supporting 
materials at all times, including in the event of an audit.  

Please note, this notice should not be construed nor represents BNY Mellon providing any legal, tax, accounting or other professional advice on these matters. You should seek advice 
from an independent tax advisor. 

1 Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation. 2014. Letter No. 03-08-R3/27274 of the Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation of 5 June 2014. [ONLINE – Russian Only] Available at: 
http://www.minfin.ru/common/upload/library/2014/06/main/03-08-RZ27274.pdf. [Accessed 11 June 14].   

https://esp.globetax.com/
https://www.adrbnymellon.com/
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      Restrictions: Underlying ISIN trades on XLON*The dividend will be paid in the default currency of U.S. Dollars. However, you have the option, upon written election, to receive your dividend in Russian Rubles. Elections must be received by the Depositary no later than seven (7) business days after the US record date of October 07, 2019. For details on how to receive your dividend payment in Rubles, please contact Edris Royer at BNY Mellon on (212)815-2135 or email at: Edris.Royer@bnymellon.com.*Subject to Approval at AGM*--**Tax election at DTC via CA Web*  
     BNY Mellon is required to include an Approximate Rate in this Notice. It is included solely for the purpose of setting a record date and enabling the exchange to establish an ex-date, and should not be considered more than a placeholder.  It is sourced from a third party provider on the day of this Notice.  The Approximate Rate is not an indication of, and may be materially different from, the Final Rate. The Final Rate will be included in the Final Notice. ----This notice and the information and data provided herein are provided for general informational purposes only. BNY Mellon does not warrant or guarantee the accuracy, timeliness or completeness of any such information or data. BNY Mellon does not undertake any obligation to update or amend this notice or any information or data, and may change, update or amend this notice or any information or data at any time without prior notice. ----BNY Mellon provides no advice, recommendation or endorsement with respect to any company or securities. No information or data is intended to provide legal, tax, accounting, investment, financial, trading or other advice on any matter, and is not to be used as such. We expressly disclaim any liability whatsoever for any loss howsoever arising from or in reliance upon this notice or any information or data, including market value loss on the sale or purchase of securities or other instruments or obligations. ----Nothing herein shall be deemed to constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy securities. ----BNY Mellon collects fees from DR holders pursuant to the terms and conditions of the DRs and any deposit agreement under which they are issued. From time to time, BNY Mellon may make payments to an issuer to reimburse and/or share revenue from the fees collected from DR holders, or waive fees and expenses to an issuer for services provided, generally related to costs and expenses arising out of establishment and maintenance of the DR program. BNY Mellon may pay a rebate to brokers in connection with unsponsored DR issuances; brokers may or may not disclose or pass back some or all of such rebate to the DR investor. BNY Mellon may also use brokers, dealers or other service providers that are affiliates and that may earn or share fees and commissions. BNY Mellon may execute DR foreign currency transactions itself or through its affiliates; in such cases it acts as principal counterparty and not as agent, advisor, broker or fiduciary. BNY Mellon has no obligation to obtain the most favorable exchange rate, makes no representation that the rate is a favorable rate and will not be liable for any direct or indirect losses associated with the rate. BNY Mellon earns and retains revenue on its executed foreign currency transactions based on, among other things, the difference between the rate it assigns to the transaction and the rate that it pays and receives for purchases and sales of currencies when buying or selling foreign currency for its own account. The methodology used by BNY Mellon to determine DR conversion rates is available to registered Owners upon request or at --https://www.adrbnymellon.com/us/en/news-and-publications/dr-issuers/asset_upload_file49220_197380.pdf.----This notice or any excerpt of this notice may not be copied or reproduced without the prior express written consent of BNY Mellon. ----BNY Mellon is a global investments company dedicated to helping its clients manage and service their financial assets throughout the investment lifecycle. BNY Mellon is the corporate brand of The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation (NYSE: BK). ----BNY Mellon�s name, brand and/or trademarks may not be used, copied or reproduced without the prior express written consent of BNY Mellon. ----DEPOSITARY RECEIPTS ARE NOT INSURED BY THE FDIC OR ANY OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCY, ARE NOT DEPOSITS OR OTHER OBLIGATIONS OF, AND ARE NOT GUARANTEED BY, BNY MELLON AND ARE SUBJECT TO INVESTMENT RISKS INCLUDING POSSIBLE LOSS OF PRINCIPAL AMOUNT INVESTED. 	
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FEES & DEADLINES 

FILING METHOD BATCH PAYMENT METHOD TAX RELIEF FEE 
FINAL SUBMISSION DEADLINE 

(ESP) 

RELIEF AT SOURCE PAYMENT ON DR PAY DATE VIA DTC UP TO $0.005 PER DR 
OCTOBER 10, 2019 

8:00 P.M. EST 

QUICK REFUND 
IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING 

DR PAY DATE 
VIA DTC UP TO $0.005 PER DR NOVEMBER 22, 2019 

8:00 P.M. EST 

Agreements, Fees, Representations and Indemnification from Participants and Beneficial Owners 

This tax relief assistance service is wholly voluntary and discretionary, and outside the terms and conditions of any applicable deposit agreement. BNY Mellon undertakes no duty or 
obligation to provide this service, and may reject or decline any or all proposed electing participants or holders in its sole discretion. We hereby accept and agree to pay the fees of 
BNY Mellon of up to $0.005 per Depositary Receipt for Relief at Source and Quick Refund, and any other charges, fees or expenses payable by or due to BNY Mellon or its agents, 
including any custodian, in connection with the tax reclaim process, or to tax authorities or regulators (which fees, charges or expenses may be deducted from the dividend or any 
other distribution or by billing or otherwise in BNY Mellon’s discretion). We hereby agree that any such fees, charges or expenses may be due and payable whether or not a 
successful reduction in rate or reclamation is obtained. We hereby acknowledge that fees paid to BNY Mellon may be shared with its agents and affiliates.  

We hereby agree in addition to statutory and documentation requirements, and the deduction of fees, tax relief benefits will be subject to review and approval, and potential audits 
by the applicable custodian and applicable tax regulators, and that BNY Mellon is not providing any legal, tax, accounting or other professional advice on these matters and has 
expressly disclaimed any liability whatsoever for any loss howsoever arising from or in reliance hereto. Participants and/or investors should seek advice based upon their own 
particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor.  

We certify to the best of our knowledge that each of the beneficial owners identified are eligible for the preferential rates as stated and we declare that we have performed all the 
necessary due diligence to satisfy ourselves as to the accuracy of the information submitted to us by these beneficial owners. Furthermore, in the event of an audit we agree to 
provide any and all documentation required by the respective Tax Authority.  

We will be fully liable for any and all claims, penalties and / or interest, including without limitation, any foreign exchange fluctuations associated therewith. BNY Mellon shall not be 
liable for the failure to secure any tax relief. We expressly agree that BNY Mellon and its agents or affiliates shall not have any liability for, and we shall indemnify, defend and hold 
each of BNY Mellon and its agents and affiliates harmless from and against, any and all loss, liability, damage, judgment, settlement, fine, penalty, demand, claim, cost or expense 
(including without limitation fees and expenses of defending itself or enforcing this agreement) arising out of or in connection herewith. 
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ELIGIBILITY MATRIX – RELIEF AT SOURCE/QUICK REFUND 

RATE DESCRIPTION 
RECLAIM 

RATE 
ELIGIBLE RESIDENTS DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED 

EXEMPT - 
0% 

15% 

PENSIONS 

RESIDENT IN: 

SWITZERLAND 

1. COVER LETTER –
SCANNED COPY

2. SUMMARY
3. EXHIBIT C – CONDITIONAL

RATE REQUEST*

ESP USERS: 
ESP HAS BEEN UPDATED TO ACCEPT 
BENEFICIAL OWNER INFORMATION 
FOR EXEMPTION SUBMISSIONS. THE 
RATE ON ESP FOR THESE 
SUBMISSIONS WILL BE REFLECTED 
AS TBD%. 

JAPAN 

NOTE: EXEMPTION IS ONLY APPLICABLE FOR PENSION FUNDS IF THE ORDINARY 
BUSINESS ACTIVITIES OF THE FUND ARE THE FOLLOWING: PENSION 
MANAGEMENT OR PENSION PROVISION, PENSION CONTRIBUTIONS OR OTHER 
SIMILAR PAYMENTS OR INCOME PROVISION TO THE ADVANTAGE OF OTHER 
PENSION FUNDS. 

WRITTEN EMAIL CONFIRMATION TO CONFIRM THE BENEFICIAL OWNER’S 
ELIGIBILITY IS REQUIRED. PLEASE CONTACT GLOBETAX FOR FURTHER DETAILS.  

SELECT 

ENTITIES: 

RUSSIAN UNIT INVESTMENT TRUSTS 

SOVEREIGN / GOVERNMENT ENTITY 
SUPRANATIONAL / WORLD EXEMPT ENTITY 

NOTE: ENTITIES ARE GRANTED EXEMPTION ON A CASE BY CASE BASIS AT THE 
DISCRETION OF THE RUSSIAN CUSTODIAN BANK OR ISSUER. ACCORDINGLY, 
NEITHER GLOBETAX NOR THE DEPOSITARY CAN ENSURE EXEMPTION WILL BE 
GRANTED. THESE ENTITIES MUST BE DISCLOSED AT THE BENEFICIAL OWNER LEVEL. 

FAVORABLE - 
5% 

10% 
ALL ENTITIES 
RESIDENT IN: 

KUWAIT, QATAR, SAUDI ARABIA 
1. COVER LETTER –

SCANNED COPY
2. SUMMARY

FAVORABLE - 
10% 

5% 

ALL ENTITIES 
RESIDENT IN: 

ALBANIA, ARMENIA, AZERBAIJAN, BELGIUM, BOSTWANA, CHILE, CHINA, 
CROATIA, CYPRUS, CZECH REPUBLIC, DENMARK, ECUADOR, EGYPT, 

GREECE, HONG KONG, HUNGARY, INDIA, IRAN, IRELAND, ISRAEL, ITALY, 
JAPAN, KAZAKHSTAN, DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF KOREA, 

REPUBLIC OF KOREA, KYRGYZSTAN, LATVIA, LEBANON, LITHUANIA, NORTH 
MACEDONIA, MALTA, MEXICO, MOLDOVA, MONGOLIA, MOROCCO, NAMIBIA, 

NORWAY, POLAND, SINGAPORE, SLOVAKIA, SLOVENIA, TAJIKISTAN, TURKEY, 
TURKMENISTAN, UNITED KINGDOM, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

UZBEKISTAN 

1. COVER LETTER –
SCANNED COPY

2. SUMMARY
3. EXHIBIT C - FRANCE &

SPAIN RESIDENTS ONLY*

ESP USERS: 
ESP HAS BEEN UPDATED TO ACCEPT 
BENEFICIAL OWNER INFORMATION 
FOR CONDITIONAL RATE 
SUBMISSIONS. THE RATE ON ESP FOR 
THESE SUBMISSIONS WILL BE 
REFLECTED AS TBD%. 

CONDITIONAL 
RATE FOR 

RESIDENTS IN: 
FRANCE AND SPAIN 

FAVORABLE- 
12% 

3% 
ALL ENTITIES 
RESIDENT IN: 

FINLAND 
1. COVER LETTER –

SCANNED COPY
2. SUMMARY

RUSSIAN TAX RATE - 
13% 

2% 
ALL ENTITIES 
RESIDENT IN: 

RUSSIAN FEDERATION 
1. COVER LETTER –

SCANNED COPY
2. SUMMARY
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FAVORABLE 
STATUTORY 

WITHHOLDING RATE - 
15% 

0% 

DISCLOSED HOLDERS OF DTT COUNTRIES NOT APPLYING FOR DTT RATES 
OR 

DISCLOSED HOLDERS OF NON DTT COUNTRIES 

1. COVER LETTER –
SCANNED COPY

2. SUMMARY

UNFAVORABLE 
STATUTORY 

WITHHOLDING RATE- 
15% 

0% 
NON-DISCLOSED HOLDERS 

**NONE 

Note: All documents listed in BLUE font are generated by GlobeTax’s ESP website after submission of beneficial owner data. 

* Exhibit C is for non-ESP users only
**Non-disclosure is not permitted under the Russian tax regulations and the consequences are unclear. Participants and holders will bear all risk and 
responsibility if summary disclosure is not obtained and retained in support of the statutory rate.  

; 
Note: There are some countries with double taxation treaties with the Russian Federation that have multiple withholding rates. The lower reclaim rate applies to the 
Relief At Source and Quick Refund process. The higher reclaim rates generally apply to conditional situations (i.e. holding a minimum amount of outstanding shares 
or a special entity type).  Beneficial owners who receive tax relief via the Relief At Source or Quick Refund process are ineligible to apply for a lower rate from the 
Russian Tax Authorities at a later date. For more information please contact GlobeTax. 
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CONTACT DETAILS 

PRIMARY CONTACT POLINA KANDOVA 

INTERNATIONAL PHONE 1-800-915-3536 

INTERNATIONAL FAX 1-800-985-3536 

DOMESTIC PHONE (U.S.) 1-212-747-9100 

DOMESTIC FAX (U.S.) 1-212-747-0029 

GROUP EMAIL RUSSIAESP@GLOBETAX.COM  

COMPANY GLOBETAX SERVICES INC. 

STREET ADDRESS 
ONE NEW YORK PLAZA, 34TH 
FLOOR 

CITY/STATE/ZIP NEW YORK, NY 10004 

ADDITIONAL CONTACTS  NICOLE BRODIE 

PROCESS STEPS 
• Go to https://esp.globetax.com/ and disclose your ultimate beneficial owners 
by 
            - Country of Tax Residence  
            - Entity Type (either legal entity or individual)  

• Sign the ESP generated cover letter and summary and email a scanned copy 
to GlobeTax  

• Complete your withholding rate certification at DTC’s CA Web  
 

IMPORTANT: TO RECEIVE YOUR DIVIDEND WITH APPLICABLE RATE AS 
PER TREATY YOU MUST BOTH COMPLETE THE DISCLOSURE TO 
GLOBETAX AND A CORRESPONDING CA WEB CERTIFICATION AT DTC. 

 

BNY Mellon offers ESP powered by GlobeTax, an electronic withholding 
tax submission system. This system allows for the secure and simplified 
transfer of beneficial owner level data from the Participant to BNY Mellon 
and creates applicable documentation on the Participants behalf.  
Submit the data online through the web site below, print out the 
document on letterhead, sign, and email a scanned copy to GlobeTax. 
 
These claims should be submitted through the following web site. 
(Requires a one-time registration) https://ESP.GlobeTax.com   
 
Please contact support@globetax.com at 212-747-9100 if you have any 
questions about this process. 

mailto:RUSSIAESP@GLOBETAX.COM
https://esp.globetax.com/
https://esp.globetax.com/
mailto:support@globetax.com
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2 Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation. 2014. Letter No. 03-08-R3/27274 of the Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation of 5 June 2014. [ONLINE – Russian Only] 

Available at: http://www.minfin.ru/common/upload/library/2014/06/main/03-08-RZ27274.pdf. [Accessed 11 June 14]. 

 

 

 

 

 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQs) 

Do I need to provide a certificate of residency (“COR”)? For Relief At Source and Quick Refund processes, the ESP generated forms will be 
required at the time of election. However, CORs will be required in the event of an audit for 
those disclosing for treaty benefits and you will be liable to maintain and provide these in 
that event. It is expected that CORs must be translated into Russian and apostilled, 
legalized and/or notarized and that they must be issued as of the calendar year. 

Is it required to use ESP to disclose? If you are not able to utilize the ESP system please contact GlobeTax to obtain copies of the 
ESP forms to submit manually.  

Is there a difference between the Relief At Source and Quick Refund? The process steps are the same for both processes. However, the Relief At Source period 
is shorter and involves payment of your dividend with tax relief on pay date. The Quick 
Refund is a longer period for submission and will involve payment of your tax relief after pay 
date. Both payments are electronic.  

Is there opportunity for standard refund? At this time there is no defined standard refund. Please contact GlobeTax for additional 
information. 

Is it possible for me to disclose ownership of the DRs for 15% withholding even 
if the country of tax residence has a DTT? 

Yes. You may indicate the shares by country of residence to disclose ownership residency 
but not obtain treaty benefits.² 

Can residents of a DTT country with an entity type considered transparent 
disclose their DRs to receive the dividend at the double tax treaty rate? 

The DRs of transparent entities should be disclosed at the ultimate beneficial holder level. 
Always check the specifics of the relevant tax treaty to ensure you are properly disclosing 
the DRs of the entity and country of tax residence with respect to the Russian Federation. 

Will BNY Mellon/GlobeTax accept claims filed directly to them by beneficial 
owners? 

BNY Mellon/GlobeTax will only accept claims filed by the DTC Participant who held the 
securities through DTC and only to the extent that the DTC has reported these holdings to 
us as valid. 

Why is the summary disclosure required if the 15% statutory rate will apply for 
disclosed or undisclosed positions? 

Russian regulations (Law 39-FZ) require disclosures on all positions regardless of benefit 
and according BNY Mellon is required to request the summary disclosure. Consequences of 
non-disclosure are unclear and participants and holders will bear all risk and responsibility in 
relation thereto.  
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FORMS AND ATTACHMENTS 
*Double click on respective icon to view attachment. 

 

COVER LETTER 

**For Non-ESP users ONLY 

 

 

COVER LETTER EXCEL BREAKDOWN 

**For Non-ESP users ONLY 

 

EXEMPT/CONDITIONAL RATES BREAKDOWN 
**For Non-ESP users ONLY 

 

 

  
 

Warning and Disclaimer: 
BNY Mellon will not be responsible for the truth or accuracy of any submissions received by it and all Participants and holders, whether or not following the procedures 
set forth herein or otherwise submitting any information, agree to indemnify and hold harmless BNY Mellon and its agents for any and all losses, liabilities and fees 
(including reasonable fees and expenses of counsel) incurred by any of them in connection herewith or arising herefrom. BNY Mellon and its agents will be relying 
upon the truth and accuracy of any and all submissions received by them in connection with the tax relief process and shall hold all participants and DR holders 
liable and responsible for any losses incurred in connection therewith or arising there from. There is no guarantee that the applicable tax authorities will accept 
submissions for relief.  Neither BNY Mellon nor its agents shall be responsible or liable to any holders of DRs in connection with any matters related to, arising from, 
or in connection with the tax relief process described herein. See also “Agreements, Fees, Representations and Indemnification” above.  
  

All tax information contained in this Important Notice is based on a good faith compilation of information obtained and received from multiple sources.  The information 
is subject to change.  Actual deadlines frequently vary from the statutory deadlines because of local market conditions and advanced deadlines set by local agents. 
To mitigate risk it is strongly advised that DTC Participants file their claims as soon as possible as the depositary and/or their agents will not be liable for claims filed 
less than six months before the specified deadline. In the event that local market rules, whether implemented by a local agent or a Tax Authority, conflict with the 
information provided in the important notice, either prior to or after publication, the local market rules will prevail. 

Exhibit C 
 

BNYM Cover Letter  Exhibit B 




EXHIBIT A - COVER LETTER THIS DOCUMENT MUST BE PREPARED ON THE 
LETTERHEAD OF THE DTC PARTICIPANT 


 


   ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------- 


 
Date:  


GlobeTax as agent for BNY Mellon 


One New York Plaza - 34th Floor  
New York, NY 10004-1936 
Attn: Depositary Services - Russian Federation   
  


We, (PARTICIPANT) hereby state the below respective amount of DRs were held on the DR record date  
(10/07/2019) for the security PJSC MMC NORILSK NICKEL cusip (55315J102). The ratio is (10) DRs to 
(1) Ordinary Share. The information is in the attached summary disclosure.   
  


 
SEE ATTACHED SUMMARY - EXHIBIT B OR C 
 


 
PLEASE NOTE THAT THERE IS THE POTENTIAL FOR AUDIT ON YOUR DISCLOSED 
SHARES BY THE RUSSIAN TAX AUTHORITIES: 
 


The Russian tax authorities may audit the electing participants and their beneficial owner clients who elect 
DTT rate. 
 
For those who elect for DTT rate benefits, at a minimum, the Russian Tax Authority under point 5 article 
310.2 and points 2 and 3 article 93.1, audits are expected to require an original of the Certificate of 
Residency (“COR”) with specific language as to the DTT between the country of residence and the 
Russian Federation; Beneficial Owner Confirmation regarding the final recipient of the dividend; Financial 
statements and documents regarding specific purchase agreement/trade confirmation. These documents 
must be translated into Russian, apostilled, legalized and /or notarized (as applicable). There is no time 
limitation for the tax authorities to reclaim the tax refunds previously paid or for the request of documents. 
 
It should also be noted that the Russian Tax Code does not provide any guidance to the documents that 
may be regarded as proper identification documentation or the consequences for not providing the 
required documentation. 
 
Participants and beneficial owners will be responsible and liable for any required repayment of tax relief 
previously received and for maintenance and provision of all supporting materials at all times, including in 
the event of an audit.  
 
Please note, this notice should not be construed nor represents BNY Mellon providing any legal, tax, 
accounting or other professional advice on these matters. You should seek advice from an independent 
tax advisor.  
 
This tax relief assistance service is wholly voluntary and discretionary, and outside the terms and 
conditions of any applicable deposit agreement. BNY Mellon undertakes no duty or obligation to provide 
this service, and may reject or decline any or all proposed electing participants or holders in its sole 
discretion. We hereby accept and agree to pay the fees of BNY Mellon of up to $0.005 per Depositary 
Receipt for Relief at Source and Quick Refund, and any other charges, fees or expenses payable by or due 
to BNY Mellon or its agents, including any custodian, in connection with the tax reclaim process, or to tax 
authorities or regulators (which fees, charges or expenses may be deducted from the dividend or any other 
distribution or by billing or otherwise in BNY Mellon’s discretion). We hereby agree that any such fees, 
charges or expenses may be due and payable whether or not a successful reduction in rate or reclamation 







is obtained. We hereby acknowledge that fees paid to BNY Mellon may be shared with its agents and 
affiliates.  
 
We hereby agree in addition to statutory and documentation requirements, and the deduction of fees, tax 
relief benefits will be subject to review and approval, and potential audits by the applicable custodian and 
applicable tax regulators, and that BNY Mellon is not providing any legal, tax, accounting or other 
professional advice on these matters and has expressly disclaimed any liability whatsoever for any loss 
howsoever arising from or in reliance hereto. Participants and/or investors should seek advice based upon 
their own particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor.  
 
We certify to the best of our knowledge that each of the beneficial owners identified are eligible for the 
preferential rates as stated and we declare that we have performed all the necessary due diligence to 
satisfy ourselves as to the accuracy of the information submitted to us by these beneficial owners. 
Furthermore, in the event of an audit we agree to provide any and all documentation required by the 
respective Tax Authority.  
 
We will be fully liable for any and all claims, penalties and / or interest, including without limitation, any 
foreign exchange fluctuations associated therewith. BNY Mellon shall not be liable for the failure to secure 
any tax relief. We expressly agree that BNY Mellon and its agents or affiliates shall not have any liability 
for, and we shall indemnify, defend and hold each of BNY Mellon and its agents and affiliates harmless 
from and against, any and all loss, liability, damage, judgment, settlement, fine, penalty, demand, claim, 
cost or expense (including without limitation fees and expenses of defending itself or enforcing this 
agreement) arising out of or in connection herewith. 
 
Sincerely,   


 


(Authorized Signature)                                                     


    


Name                                                                                   
Institution 
Address 
Phone number 
Email 
 


 
 


3Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation. 2014. Letter No. 03-08-R3/27274 of the Ministry of Finance of the 


Russian Federation of 5 June 2014. [ONLINE – Russian Only] Available at: 


http://www.minfin.ru/common/upload/library/2014/06/main/03-08-RZ27274.pdf. [Accessed 11 June 14]  





PKandova


Breakdown

										Issue:

										CUSIP/ISIN: 

										Record Date (MM/DD/YYYY): 

										Participant Number/Common Depositary: 

										Claim Type: 

		 		  		Entity Type (GTS) (STA, IND, COR)		RUSSIAN Entity Type (GTS) (COR-STA, IND-STA, IND, COR)		2-DIGIT 
ISO CODE		COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE		RATE TYPE
 (STATUTORY RATE/
TREATY RATE)		WITHHOLDING RATE		ENTITY TYPE
(LEGAL/ INDIVIDUAL)		ADRS CLAIMED		QUICK REFUND ONLY: 
WERE THESE SHARES PREVIOUSLY DISCLOSED VIA RAS?		QUICK REFUND ONLY: 
HOW MANY SHARES WERE PREVIOUSLY DISCLOSED?

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Aggregate

		DRs claimed by Withholding Rate						Notes

		0%				- 0		 

		5%				- 0

		10%				- 0

		12%				- 0

		13%				- 0

		15% Disclosed				- 0

		15% Undisclosed				- 0

		Total Disclosed				- 0

		Total Record Date Position





Define_Name Lists

		Rate Type		Entity type		Rates		Claim Type		Address		Adjustment 

		Statutory Rate		Legal Entity		15%		AT-SOURCE		NA		Yes

		Treaty Rate		Individual		10%		QUICK REFUND				No

						13%

						12%

						5%

						0%

























ISO CODE LIST

		CountryCode		CountryName		Beneficial Owner Name (for detail import)		Entity Type 				INDEX MATCH -- Copy & paste ISO Codes from Breakdown Sheet as VALUES. 

		AF		AFGHANISTAN		AFGHANISTAN Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		AX		ALAND ISLANDS		ALAND ISLANDS Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		AL		ALBANIA		ALBANIA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		DZ		ALGERIA		ALGERIA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		AS		AMERICAN SAMOA		AMERICAN SAMOA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		AD		ANDORRA		ANDORRA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		AO		ANGOLA		ANGOLA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		AI		ANGUILLA		ANGUILLA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		AQ		ANTARCTICA		ANTARCTICA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		AG		ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA		ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		AR		ARGENTINA		ARGENTINA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		AM		ARMENIA		ARMENIA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		AW		ARUBA		ARUBA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		AU		AUSTRALIA		AUSTRALIA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		AT		AUSTRIA		AUSTRIA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		AZ		AZERBAIJAN		AZERBAIJAN Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		BS		BAHAMAS		BAHAMAS Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		BH		BAHRAIN		BAHRAIN Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		BD		BANGLADESH		BANGLADESH Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		BB		BARBADOS		BARBADOS Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		BY		BELARUS		BELARUS Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		BE		BELGIUM		BELGIUM Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		BZ		BELIZE		BELIZE Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		BJ		BENIN		BENIN Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		BM		BERMUDA		BERMUDA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		BT		BHUTAN		BHUTAN Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		BO		BOLIVIA, PLURINATIONAL STATE OF		BOLIVIA, PLURINATIONAL STATE OF Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		BQ		BONAIRE, SAINT EUSTATIUS AND SABA		BONAIRE, SAINT EUSTATIUS AND SABA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		BA		BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA		BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		BW		BOTSWANA		BOTSWANA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		BV		BOUVET ISLAND		BOUVET ISLAND Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		BR		BRAZIL		BRAZIL Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		IO		BRITISH INDIAN OCEAN TERRITORY		BRITISH INDIAN OCEAN TERRITORY Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		BN		BRUNEI DARUSSALAM		BRUNEI DARUSSALAM Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		BG		BULGARIA		BULGARIA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		BF		BURKINA FASO		BURKINA FASO Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		BI		BURUNDI		BURUNDI Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		KH		CAMBODIA		CAMBODIA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		CM		CAMEROON		CAMEROON Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		CA		CANADA		CANADA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		CV		CAPE VERDE		CAPE VERDE Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		KY		CAYMAN ISLANDS		CAYMAN ISLANDS Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		CF		CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC		CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		TD		CHAD		CHAD Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		CL		CHILE		CHILE Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		CN		CHINA		CHINA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		CX		CHRISTMAS ISLAND		CHRISTMAS ISLAND Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		CC		COCOS (KEELING) ISLANDS		COCOS (KEELING) ISLANDS Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		CO		COLOMBIA		COLOMBIA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		KM		COMOROS		COMOROS Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		CG		CONGO		CONGO Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		CD		CONGO, THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE		CONGO, THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		CK		COOK ISLANDS		COOK ISLANDS Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		CR		COSTA RICA		COSTA RICA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		CI		COTE D'IVOIRE		COTE D'IVOIRE Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		HR		CROATIA		CROATIA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		CU		CUBA		CUBA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		CW		CURACAO		CURACAO Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		CY		CYPRUS		CYPRUS Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		CZ		CZECH REPUBLIC		CZECH REPUBLIC Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		DK		DENMARK		DENMARK Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		DJ		DJIBOUTI		DJIBOUTI Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		DM		DOMINICA		DOMINICA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		DO		DOMINICAN REPUBLIC		DOMINICAN REPUBLIC Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		EC		ECUADOR		ECUADOR Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		EG		EGYPT		EGYPT Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		SV		EL SALVADOR		EL SALVADOR Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		GQ		EQUATORIAL GUINEA		EQUATORIAL GUINEA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		ER		ERITREA		ERITREA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		EE		ESTONIA		ESTONIA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		ET		ETHIOPIA		ETHIOPIA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		FK		FALKLAND ISLANDS (MALVINAS)		FALKLAND ISLANDS (MALVINAS) Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		FO		FAROE ISLANDS		FAROE ISLANDS Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		FJ		FIJI		FIJI Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		FI		FINLAND		FINLAND Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		FR		FRANCE		FRANCE Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		GF		FRENCH GUIANA		FRENCH GUIANA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		PF		FRENCH POLYNESIA		FRENCH POLYNESIA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		TF		FRENCH SOUTHERN TERRITORIES		FRENCH SOUTHERN TERRITORIES Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		GA		GABON		GABON Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		GM		GAMBIA		GAMBIA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		GE		GEORGIA		GEORGIA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		DE		GERMANY		GERMANY Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		GH		GHANA		GHANA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		GI		GIBRALTAR		GIBRALTAR Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		GR		GREECE		GREECE Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		GL		GREENLAND		GREENLAND Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		GD		GRENADA		GRENADA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		GP		GUADELOUPE		GUADELOUPE Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		GU		GUAM		GUAM Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		GT		GUATEMALA		GUATEMALA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		GG		GUERNSEY		GUERNSEY Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		GN		GUINEA		GUINEA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		GW		GUINEA-BISSAU		GUINEA-BISSAU Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		GY		GUYANA		GUYANA Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		HT		HAITI		HAITI Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		HM		HEARD ISLAND AND MCDONALD ISLANDS		HEARD ISLAND AND MCDONALD ISLANDS Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		VA		HOLY SEE (VATICAN CITY STATE)		HOLY SEE (VATICAN CITY STATE) Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		HN		HONDURAS		HONDURAS Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		HK		HONG KONG		HONG KONG Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		HU		HUNGARY		HUNGARY Entity		IND				ERROR:#N/A

		IS		ICELAND		ICELAND Entity		0				0

		IN		INDIA		INDIA Entity		0				0

		ID		INDONESIA		INDONESIA Entity		0				0

		IR		IRAN, ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF		IRAN, ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF Entity		0				0

		IQ		IRAQ		IRAQ Entity		0				0

		IE		IRELAND		IRELAND Entity		0				0

		IM		ISLE OF MAN		ISLE OF MAN Entity		0				0

		IL		ISRAEL		ISRAEL Entity		0				0

		IT		ITALY		ITALY Entity		0				0

		JM		JAMAICA		JAMAICA Entity		0				0

		JP		JAPAN		JAPAN Entity		0				0

		JE		JERSEY		JERSEY Entity		0				0

		JO		JORDAN		JORDAN Entity		0				0

		KZ		KAZAKHSTAN		KAZAKHSTAN Entity		0				0

		KE		KENYA		KENYA Entity		0				0

		KI		KIRIBATI		KIRIBATI Entity		0				0

		KP		NORTH KOREA		KOREA, DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF Entity		0				0

		KR		SOUTH KOREA		KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Entity		0				0

		XK		KOSOVO		KOSOVO Entity		0				0

		KW		KUWAIT		KUWAIT Entity		0				0

		KG		KYRGYZSTAN		KYRGYZSTAN Entity		0				0

		LA		LAO PEOPLE'S DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC		LAO PEOPLE'S DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC Entity		0				0

		LV		LATVIA		LATVIA Entity		0				0

		LB		LEBANON		LEBANON Entity		0				0

		LS		LESOTHO		LESOTHO Entity		0				0

		LR		LIBERIA		LIBERIA Entity		0				0

		LY		LIBYAN ARAB JAMAHIRIYA		LIBYAN ARAB JAMAHIRIYA Entity		0				0

		LI		LIECHTENSTEIN		LIECHTENSTEIN Entity		0				0

		LT		LITHUANIA		LITHUANIA Entity		0				0

		LU		LUXEMBOURG		LUXEMBOURG Entity		0				0

		MO		MACAO		MACAO Entity		0				0

		MK		MACEDONIA, THE FORMER YUGOSLAV REPUBLIC OF		MACEDONIA, THE FORMER YUGOSLAV REPUBLIC OF Entity		0				0

		MG		MADAGASCAR		MADAGASCAR Entity		0				0

		MW		MALAWI		MALAWI Entity		0				0

		MY		MALAYSIA		MALAYSIA Entity		0				0

		MV		MALDIVES		MALDIVES Entity		0				0

		ML		MALI		MALI Entity		0				0

		MT		MALTA		MALTA Entity		0				0

		MH		MARSHALL ISLANDS		MARSHALL ISLANDS Entity		0				0

		MQ		MARTINIQUE		MARTINIQUE Entity		0				0

		MR		MAURITANIA		MAURITANIA Entity		0				0

		MU		MAURITIUS		MAURITIUS Entity		0				0

		YT		MAYOTTE		MAYOTTE Entity		0				0

		MX		MEXICO		MEXICO Entity		0				0

		FM		MICRONESIA, FEDERATED STATES OF		MICRONESIA, FEDERATED STATES OF Entity		0				0

		MD		MOLDOVA, REPUBLIC OF		MOLDOVA, REPUBLIC OF Entity		0				0

		MC		MONACO		MONACO Entity		0				0

		MN		MONGOLIA		MONGOLIA Entity		0				0

		ME		MONTENEGRO		MONTENEGRO Entity		0				0

		MS		MONTSERRAT		MONTSERRAT Entity		0				0

		MA		MOROCCO		MOROCCO Entity		0				0

		MZ		MOZAMBIQUE		MOZAMBIQUE Entity		0				0

		MM		MYANMAR		MYANMAR Entity		0				0

		NA		NAMIBIA		NAMIBIA Entity		0				0

		NR		NAURU		NAURU Entity		0				0

		NP		NEPAL		NEPAL Entity		0				0

		NL		NETHERLANDS		NETHERLANDS Entity		0				0

		AN		NETHERLANDS ANTILLES		NETHERLANDS ANTILLES Entity		0				0

		NC		NEW CALEDONIA		NEW CALEDONIA Entity		0				0

		NZ		NEW ZEALAND		NEW ZEALAND Entity		0				0

		NI		NICARAGUA		NICARAGUA Entity		0				0

		NE		NIGER		NIGER Entity		0				0

		NG		NIGERIA		NIGERIA Entity		0				0

		NU		NIUE		NIUE Entity		0				0

		NF		NORFOLK ISLAND		NORFOLK ISLAND Entity		0				0

		MP		NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS		NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS Entity		0				0

		NO		NORWAY		NORWAY Entity		0				0

		OM		OMAN		OMAN Entity		0				0

		PK		PAKISTAN		PAKISTAN Entity		0				0

		PW		PALAU		PALAU Entity		0				0

		PS		PALESTINIAN TERRITORY, OCCUPIED		PALESTINIAN TERRITORY, OCCUPIED Entity		0				0

		PA		PANAMA		PANAMA Entity		0				0

		PG		PAPUA NEW GUINEA		PAPUA NEW GUINEA Entity		0				0

		PY		PARAGUAY		PARAGUAY Entity		0				0

		PE		PERU		PERU Entity		0				0

		PH		PHILIPPINES		PHILIPPINES Entity		0				0

		PN		PITCAIRN		PITCAIRN Entity		0				0

		PL		POLAND		POLAND Entity		0				0

		PT		PORTUGAL		PORTUGAL Entity		0				0

		PR		PUERTO RICO		PUERTO RICO Entity		0				0

		QA		QATAR		QATAR Entity		0				0

		RE		REUNION		REUNION Entity		0				0

		RO		ROMANIA		ROMANIA Entity		0				0

		RU		RUSSIAN FEDERATION		RUSSIAN FEDERATION Entity		0				0

		RW		RWANDA		RWANDA Entity		0				0

		BL		SAINT BARTHELEMY		SAINT BARTHELEMY Entity		0				0

		SH		SAINT HELENA, ASCENSION AND TRISTAN DA CUNHA		SAINT HELENA, ASCENSION AND TRISTAN DA CUNHA Entity		0				0

		KN		SAINT KITTS AND NEVIS		SAINT KITTS AND NEVIS Entity		0				0

		LC		SAINT LUCIA		SAINT LUCIA Entity		0				0

		MF		SAINT MARTIN (FRENCH PART)		SAINT MARTIN (FRENCH PART) Entity		0				0

		PM		SAINT PIERRE AND MIQUELON		SAINT PIERRE AND MIQUELON Entity		0				0

		VC		SAINT VINCENT AND THE GRENADINES		SAINT VINCENT AND THE GRENADINES Entity		0				0

		WS		SAMOA		SAMOA Entity		0				0

		SM		SAN MARINO		SAN MARINO Entity		0				0

		ST		SAO TOME AND PRINCIPE		SAO TOME AND PRINCIPE Entity		0				0

		SA		SAUDI ARABIA		SAUDI ARABIA Entity		0				0

		SN		SENEGAL		SENEGAL Entity		0				0

		RS		SERBIA		SERBIA Entity		0				0

		SC		SEYCHELLES		SEYCHELLES Entity		0				0

		SL		SIERRA LEONE		SIERRA LEONE Entity		0				0

		SG		SINGAPORE		SINGAPORE Entity		0				0

		SX		SINT MAARTEN (DUTCH PART)		SINT MAARTEN (DUTCH PART) Entity		0				0

		SK		SLOVAKIA		SLOVAKIA Entity		0				0

		SI		SLOVENIA		SLOVENIA Entity		0				0

		SB		SOLOMON ISLANDS		SOLOMON ISLANDS Entity		0				0

		SO		SOMALIA		SOMALIA Entity		0				0

		ZA		SOUTH AFRICA		SOUTH AFRICA Entity		0				0

		GS		SOUTH GEORGIA AND THE SOUTH SANDWICH ISLANDS		SOUTH GEORGIA AND THE SOUTH SANDWICH ISLANDS Entity		0				0

		ES		SPAIN		SPAIN Entity		0				0

		ES-NC		SPAIN (NAVARRA)		SPAIN (NAVARRA) Entity		0				0

		LK		SRI LANKA		SRI LANKA Entity		0				0

		SD		SUDAN		SUDAN Entity		0				0

		SR		SURINAME		SURINAME Entity		0				0

		SJ		SVALBARD AND JAN MAYEN		SVALBARD AND JAN MAYEN Entity		0				0

		SZ		SWAZILAND		SWAZILAND Entity		0				0

		SE		SWEDEN		SWEDEN Entity		0				0

		CH		SWITZERLAND		SWITZERLAND Entity		0				0

		SY		SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC		SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC Entity		0				0

		TW		TAIWAN, PROVINCE OF CHINA		TAIWAN, PROVINCE OF CHINA Entity		0				0

		TJ		TAJIKISTAN		TAJIKISTAN Entity		0				0

		TZ		TANZANIA, UNITED REPUBLIC OF		TANZANIA, UNITED REPUBLIC OF Entity		0				0

		TH		THAILAND		THAILAND Entity		0				0

		TL		TIMOR-LESTE		TIMOR-LESTE Entity		0				0

		TG		TOGO		TOGO Entity		0				0

		TK		TOKELAU		TOKELAU Entity		0				0

		TO		TONGA		TONGA Entity		0				0

		TT		TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO		TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO Entity		0				0

		TN		TUNISIA		TUNISIA Entity		0				0

		TR		TURKEY		TURKEY Entity		0				0

		TM		TURKMENISTAN		TURKMENISTAN Entity		0				0

		TC		TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS		TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS Entity		0				0

		TV		TUVALU		TUVALU Entity		0				0

		UG		UGANDA		UGANDA Entity		0				0

		UA		UKRAINE		UKRAINE Entity		0				0

		AE		UNITED ARAB EMIRATES		UNITED ARAB EMIRATES Entity		0				0

		GB		UNITED KINGDOM		UNITED KINGDOM Entity		0				0

		US		UNITED STATES		UNITED STATES Entity		0				0

		UM		UNITED STATES MINOR OUTLYING ISLANDS		UNITED STATES MINOR OUTLYING ISLANDS Entity		0				0

		UY		URUGUAY		URUGUAY Entity		0				0

		UZ		UZBEKISTAN		UZBEKISTAN Entity		0				0

		VU		VANUATU		VANUATU Entity		0				0

		VE		VENEZUELA, BOLIVARIAN REPUBLIC OF		VENEZUELA, BOLIVARIAN REPUBLIC OF Entity		0				0

		VN		VIET NAM		VIET NAM Entity		0				0

		VG		BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS		VIRGIN ISLANDS, BRITISH Entity		0				0

		VI		U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS		VIRGIN ISLANDS, U.S. Entity		0				0

		WF		WALLIS AND FUTUNA		WALLIS AND FUTUNA Entity		0				0

		EH		WESTERN SAHARA		WESTERN SAHARA Entity		0				0

		OO		WORLD TAX EXEMPT		WORLD TAX EXEMPT Entity		0				0

		YE		YEMEN		YEMEN Entity		0				0

		EJ		YUGOSLAVIA		YUGOSLAVIA Entity		0				0

		ZM		ZAMBIA		ZAMBIA Entity		0				0

		ZW		ZIMBABWE		ZIMBABWE Entity		0				0





Detail_Import_GTS

		DTC#		DTC Name		DTC Address1		DTC Address2		DTC ATTN		Entity Type (CHA, COR, IND, IRA, PEN, PEN1, TCRT, TXE)		French Entity Type		BENFICIAL OWNER NAME		BO ADDRESS 1		BO ADDRESS2		BO COR (MUST BE IN ISO 2-DIGIT FORMAT)		TAX ID #		ADRS CLAIMED		CLAIM RECEIVED DATE		CLAIM TYPE (AT-SOURCE, QUICK REFUND, LONG FORM, INTEREST)		CUSTODIAN		NOTES		EXTERNAL CLIENT REF#		EXTERNAL CLAIM REF#		EXTERNAL BATCH REF#

		20202020								CLEARSTREAM		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A		NA				ERROR:#N/A				0		1/9/19		0

		20202020								CLEARSTREAM		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A		NA				ERROR:#N/A				0		1/9/19		0

		20202020								CLEARSTREAM		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A		NA				ERROR:#N/A				0		1/9/19		0

		20202020								CLEARSTREAM		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A		NA				ERROR:#N/A				0		1/9/19		0

		20202020								CLEARSTREAM		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A		NA				ERROR:#N/A				0		1/9/19		0

		20202020								CLEARSTREAM		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A		NA				ERROR:#N/A				0		1/9/19		0

		20202020								CLEARSTREAM		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A		NA				ERROR:#N/A				0		1/9/19		0

		20202020								CLEARSTREAM		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A		NA				ERROR:#N/A				0		1/9/19		0

		20202020								CLEARSTREAM		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A		NA				ERROR:#N/A				0		1/9/19		0

		20202020								CLEARSTREAM		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A		NA				ERROR:#N/A				0		1/9/19		0

		20202020								CLEARSTREAM		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A		NA				ERROR:#N/A				0		1/9/19		0

		20202020								CLEARSTREAM		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A		NA				ERROR:#N/A				0		1/9/19		0

		20202020								CLEARSTREAM		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A		NA				ERROR:#N/A				0		1/9/19		0

		20202020								CLEARSTREAM		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A		NA				ERROR:#N/A				0		1/9/19		0

		20202020								CLEARSTREAM		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A		NA				ERROR:#N/A				0		1/9/19		0

										CLEARSTREAM		COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A		NA				ERROR:#N/A				0		1/9/19		0

												COR		IND-COR		ERROR:#N/A		NA				ERROR:#N/A				0		1/9/19		0

																ERROR:#N/A		NA				ERROR:#N/A				0		1/9/19		0

																ERROR:#N/A		NA				ERROR:#N/A				0		1/9/19		0





PKandova


Conditional Rates

												ISSUE:

												CUSIP/ISIN: 

												Record Date (MM/DD/YYYY): 

												DTC Participant/ICSD Name: 

		 		  		Entity Type (GTS) (STA, IND, COR)		RUSSIAN Entity Type (GTS) (COR-STA, IND-STA, IND, COR)		DTC Number		2-Digit ISO CODE		Country of Residence		Entity Name		Tax ID Number (If Applicable)		Rate Type		Withholding Rate To Be Applied		Entity Type
(Legal or Individual)		ADRs Claimed		Claim Type		Reference to Exemption/Conditional Eligibility in Tax Code		Notes

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A

		IND		-		COR		IND-COR				ERROR:#N/A















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Aggregate

		DRs claimed by Withholding Rate

		0%				- 0

		5%				- 0

		10%				- 0

		12%				- 0

		13%				- 0

		15% disclosed				- 0

		15% undisclosed

		TOTAL DISCLOSED				- 0

		TOTAL RECORD DATE POSITION





Define_Name Lists

		Rate Type		Entity type		Rates		Claim Type		Address

		Statutory Rate		Legal Entity		15%		AT-SOURCE		NA

		Treaty Rate		Individual		10%		QUICK REFUND

						13%

						12%

						5%

						0%

























ISO CODE LIST

		CountryCode		CountryName				INDEX MATCH -- Copy & paste ISO Codes from Breakdown Sheet as VALUES. 

		AF		AFGHANISTAN				ERROR:#N/A

		AX		ALAND ISLANDS				ERROR:#N/A

		AL		ALBANIA				ERROR:#N/A

		DZ		ALGERIA				ERROR:#REF!

		AS		AMERICAN SAMOA				ERROR:#REF!

		AD		ANDORRA				ERROR:#N/A

		AO		ANGOLA				ERROR:#N/A

		AI		ANGUILLA				ERROR:#N/A

		AQ		ANTARCTICA				ERROR:#N/A

		AG		ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA				ERROR:#N/A

		AR		ARGENTINA				ERROR:#N/A

		AM		ARMENIA				ERROR:#N/A

		AW		ARUBA				ERROR:#N/A

		AU		AUSTRALIA				ERROR:#N/A

		AT		AUSTRIA				ERROR:#N/A

		AZ		AZERBAIJAN				ERROR:#N/A

		BS		BAHAMAS				ERROR:#N/A

		BH		BAHRAIN				ERROR:#N/A

		BD		BANGLADESH				ERROR:#N/A

		BB		BARBADOS				ERROR:#N/A

		BY		BELARUS				ERROR:#N/A

		BE		BELGIUM				ERROR:#N/A

		BZ		BELIZE				ERROR:#N/A

		BJ		BENIN				ERROR:#N/A

		BM		BERMUDA				ERROR:#N/A

		BT		BHUTAN				ERROR:#N/A

		BO		BOLIVIA, PLURINATIONAL STATE OF				ERROR:#N/A

		BQ		BONAIRE, SAINT EUSTATIUS AND SABA				ERROR:#N/A

		BA		BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA				ERROR:#N/A

		BW		BOTSWANA				ERROR:#N/A

		BV		BOUVET ISLAND				ERROR:#N/A

		BR		BRAZIL				ERROR:#N/A

		IO		BRITISH INDIAN OCEAN TERRITORY				ERROR:#N/A

		BN		BRUNEI DARUSSALAM				ERROR:#N/A

		BG		BULGARIA				ERROR:#N/A

		BF		BURKINA FASO				ERROR:#N/A

		BI		BURUNDI				ERROR:#N/A

		KH		CAMBODIA				ERROR:#N/A

		CM		CAMEROON				ERROR:#N/A

		CA		CANADA				ERROR:#N/A

		CV		CAPE VERDE				ERROR:#N/A

		KY		CAYMAN ISLANDS				ERROR:#N/A

		CF		CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC				ERROR:#N/A

		TD		CHAD				ERROR:#N/A

		CL		CHILE				ERROR:#N/A

		CN		CHINA				ERROR:#N/A

		CX		CHRISTMAS ISLAND				ERROR:#N/A

		CC		COCOS (KEELING) ISLANDS				ERROR:#N/A

		CO		COLOMBIA				ERROR:#N/A

		KM		COMOROS				ERROR:#N/A

		CG		CONGO				ERROR:#N/A

		CD		CONGO, THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE				ERROR:#N/A

		CK		COOK ISLANDS				ERROR:#N/A

		CR		COSTA RICA				ERROR:#N/A

		CI		COTE D'IVOIRE				ERROR:#N/A

		HR		CROATIA				ERROR:#N/A

		CU		CUBA				ERROR:#N/A

		CW		CURACAO				ERROR:#N/A

		CY		CYPRUS				ERROR:#N/A

		CZ		CZECH REPUBLIC				ERROR:#N/A

		DK		DENMARK				ERROR:#N/A

		DJ		DJIBOUTI				ERROR:#N/A

		DM		DOMINICA				ERROR:#N/A

		DO		DOMINICAN REPUBLIC				ERROR:#N/A

		EC		ECUADOR				ERROR:#N/A

		EG		EGYPT				ERROR:#N/A

		SV		EL SALVADOR				ERROR:#N/A

		GQ		EQUATORIAL GUINEA				ERROR:#N/A

		ER		ERITREA				ERROR:#N/A

		EE		ESTONIA				ERROR:#N/A

		ET		ETHIOPIA				ERROR:#N/A

		FK		FALKLAND ISLANDS (MALVINAS)				ERROR:#N/A

		FO		FAROE ISLANDS				ERROR:#N/A

		FJ		FIJI				ERROR:#N/A

		FI		FINLAND				ERROR:#N/A

		FR		FRANCE				ERROR:#N/A

		GF		FRENCH GUIANA				ERROR:#N/A

		PF		FRENCH POLYNESIA				ERROR:#N/A

		TF		FRENCH SOUTHERN TERRITORIES				ERROR:#N/A

		GA		GABON				ERROR:#N/A

		GM		GAMBIA				ERROR:#N/A

		GE		GEORGIA				ERROR:#N/A

		DE		GERMANY				ERROR:#N/A

		GH		GHANA				ERROR:#N/A

		GI		GIBRALTAR				ERROR:#N/A

		GR		GREECE				ERROR:#N/A

		GL		GREENLAND				ERROR:#N/A

		GD		GRENADA				ERROR:#N/A

		GP		GUADELOUPE				ERROR:#N/A

		GU		GUAM				ERROR:#N/A

		GT		GUATEMALA				ERROR:#N/A

		GG		GUERNSEY				ERROR:#N/A

		GN		GUINEA				ERROR:#N/A

		GW		GUINEA-BISSAU				ERROR:#N/A

		GY		GUYANA				ERROR:#N/A

		HT		HAITI				ERROR:#N/A

		HM		HEARD ISLAND AND MCDONALD ISLANDS				ERROR:#N/A

		VA		HOLY SEE (VATICAN CITY STATE)				ERROR:#N/A

		HN		HONDURAS				ERROR:#N/A

		HK		HONG KONG				ERROR:#N/A

		HU		HUNGARY				ERROR:#N/A

		IS		ICELAND				0

		IN		INDIA				0

		ID		INDONESIA				0

		IR		IRAN, ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF				0

		IQ		IRAQ				0

		IE		IRELAND				0

		IM		ISLE OF MAN				0
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